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Abstract

Fundamental frequency (f0) estimation, also known as pitch

tracking, has been a long-standing research topic in the speech

and signal processing community. Many pitch estimation al-

gorithms, however, fail in noisy conditions or introduce large

delays due to their frame size or Viterbi decoding.

In this study, we propose a deep learning-based pitch esti-

mation algorithm, LACOPE, which was trained in a joint pitch

estimation and speech enhancement framework. In contrast to

previous work, this algorithm allows for a configurable latency

down to an algorithmic delay of 0. This is achieved by exploit-

ing the smoothness properties of the pitch trajectory. That is, a

recurrent neural network compensates delay introduced by the

feature computation by predicting the pitch for a desired point,

allowing a trade-off between pitch accuracy and latency.

We integrate the pitch estimation in a speech enhancement

framework for hearing aids. For this application, we allow a

delay on the analysis side of approx. 5ms. The pitch estimate

is then used for constructing a comb filter in frequency domain

as post-processing step to remove intra-harmonic noise.

Our pitch estimation performance is on par with SOTA al-

gorithms like PYIN or CREPE for spoken speech in all noise

conditions while introducing minimal latency.

Index Terms: pitch estimation, speech enhancement, convolu-

tional recurrent neural network

1. Introduction

Removing unwanted environmental noise is a common feature

of modern hearing aids. An important property of hearing aid

processing is a low overall latency, which includes analysis, fil-

tering steps like noise reduction as well as synthesis. Especially

for hearing aids with open coupling, a strong component of the

original signal is reaching the ear drum. Thus, delays greater

than 10ms are generally undesirable [1] since they introduce

unwanted comb filter effects1. These latency requirements re-

sult in fairly short processing windows of approx. 6ms and fre-

quency bandwidth of 500Hz. Due to this frequency resolution,

it is not possible to reduce intra-harmonic noise resulting in a

rougher sounding signal compared to clean speech. To be able

to attenuate the noise between the speech harmonics a comb fil-

ter was recently proposed [2, 3]. Valin et al. [2] estimate pitch

similarly to the OPUS codec [4] with an autocorrelation based

approach. However, these methods use at least 20ms frames

for pitch analysis and are thus not feasible for our latency con-

straints.

Other pitch estimation algorithms require a similar or of-

ten even higher look-ahead. RAPT [5] also uses normalized

cross correlation (NCC) features combined with a maximum

1Not to be confused with the digitally applied comb filter for intra-
harmonic noise reduction

search and dynamic programming for selecting the best f0 can-

didate. Dynamic programming improves robustness by exploit-

ing smoothness properties of pitch and is thus adopted by many

approaches [5, 6, 7, 8]. However, its full potential is only uti-

lized if at least a few steps of the Viterbi backward algorithm are

computed which results in an additional delay of appox. 100ms
[5]. YIN, as well as its probabilistic successor PYIN [9, 6] use

cumulative mean normalized difference function (CMN DF) in-

stead of NCC since this is supposed to help with octave errors.

Typically, both require frame sizes of at least 20 to 100ms.
PYIN needs an additional look-ahead for dynamic program-

ming. CREPE [7] is a deep learning approach based on time

domain convolutions with a frame size of 64ms, slightly out-

performing PYIN. Zhang et al. [10] also present a joint pitch

estimation and speech enhancement framework. However, they

only use pitch features as input of a denoising network.

In this work, we propose LACOPE, a latency-constrained

pitch estimation approach based on deep learning with several

advantages over SOTA pitch estimation algorithms. First, our

algorithm allows for a configurable latency between 0 to 20ms,
while larger latencies result in a higher pitch accuracy. Second,

our algorithm produces robust pitch estimations also for low

SNRs as well as periodic noises. This is accomplished through

extensive data augmentation with a huge variety of noise signals

during training as well as a multi-target loss for pitch estimation

and noise reduction. Finally, the complexity is tremendously

lower compared CREPE.

2. Signal Model

Let x(k) be a mixture signal recorded in a noisy room.

x(k) = s(k) ⋆ h(k) + n(k) (1)

where s(k) is a dry clean speech signal, ⋆ denotes the convo-

lution operator, h(k) a room impulse response (RIR) from the

speaker to the microphone and n(k) additive noise. Including

reverberant speech srev = s(k) ⋆ h(k) in the signal model is

important for generalization on real world signals. Furthermore,

the periodic component of reverberant speech is usually slightly

degraded. A comb filter could then improve the perceptual qual-

ity, by improving the periodic parts.

Our noise reduction approach operates fully in frequency

domain. Therefore, we use a standard uniform polyphase filter

bank resulting in the following signal model:

Xb(l) = Sb(l) ·Hb(l) +Nb(l) (2)

with b ∈ {0 . . .B − 1} being the frequency bands and l the

frame index. Due to our real-time requirements for hearing aids,

the analysis filter bank (AFB) operates on approx. 6ms frames

with a subsampling rate of 24. This results in B = 48 bands

with a bandwidth of 500Hz. Thus, typical hearing aid noise re-

duction algorithms are only able to attenuate the overall spectral

envelope and not enhance the periodic parts of speech [11, 12].
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Figure 1: Proposed joint pitch estimation and speech enhance-

ment algorithm overview.

Similar to [3], our noise reduction algorithm operates in

two steps, as shown in Fig. 1. First, the overall spectral enve-

lope is modeled by estimated band gains Gb resulting in an en-

hanced spectrogram X̂b(l) = Xb(l) ·Gb(l). This also includes

slight dereverberation by suppressing the late reflections. Next,

a comb filter is applied in frequency domain and weighted given

a voiced probability estimate to improve the periodic compo-

nent in X̂b. We utilize a convolutional recurrent neural network

to predict gain, pitch and voiced probability estimates.

2.1. Difference function

To provide good features for the pitch estimation task of the net-

work, we compute the cumulative mean normalized difference

function as described by [9]

d(τ) =

τmax∑

j=τmin

(xj − xj−τ )
2

, (3)

where τmax and τmin correspond to the lags of 60Hz and 500Hz,

which mark the minimum and maximum pitch frequencies that

our algorithm searches for. The difference function is then nor-

malized using the cumulative mean

d′(τ) =
d(τ)

1

τ

∑τ

j=τmin
d(j)

. (4)

We chose a frame size of 20ms and aligned the features in time

as shown in Fig. 3. While for our application, a maximum look-

ahead of L = 5ms is acceptable, we tested several look-aheads

from 0 to 20ms.

2.2. Spectrogram normalization

Normalization is generally an important component for mak-

ing a deep neural network (DNN) robust for unseen input data.

Therefore, we transform the spectrogram into decibel scale and

perform exponential normalization [13] while only ensuring

zero mean. We found that unit variance does not provide any

performance or generalization improvement.

Xb,norm[l] = Xb,dB[l]− µ̂b[l] (5)

The mean estimate µ̂ is given by

µ̂b[l] = αµ̂b[l − 1] + (1− α)Xb,dB[l] , (6)

where α corresponds to a normalization window of 3 s.

3. Comb filter

A comb filter uses constructive and destructive interference re-

sulting in a comb-like frequency response by adding a delayed

version of the input signal. Comb filters have recently proven

to enhance the overall perceptual quality by reducing inter-

harmonic noise [2, 3]. Typically, the comb filter is computed

in time domain (TD) and defined as

y[k] =
x[k] + x[k − T [k]]

2
(7)

where T [k] ∈ N
+ = round(fs/f0[k]) is the pitch period corre-

sponding to pitch f0[k] at time step k. In speech applications,

the sampling frequency fs is high enough such that sampling

errors w.r.t. pitch period are negligible.

However, instead of applying the comb filter in TD, we op-

erate fully in frequency (filter bank) domain FD. This has sev-

eral advantages. First, it allows prior preprocessing in the hear-

ing aid like beamforming. In this case, only the FD signal is

available and an additional transformation into TD would in-

troduce additional latency. In addition, we only have the pitch

estimate after DNN processing, where the filter bank delay had

already been introduced. Most importantly, we can apply the

comb filter on the already enhanced spectrogram X̂b instead

of the unprocessed TD signal. This facilitates the decision to

which the comb filter should be applied.

Since the analysis window is only appox. 6ms long, the

comb filter in FD needs to be applied in the same way as in TD.

Yb[l] =
Xb[l] +Xb[l − T ′[l]] · e−jωkτ

2
, (8)

where T ′[l] = round(T ∗[l]) = round(sr/f0[l]/R) is reduced

by the subsampling factor R. To compensate for the lower

sampling rate in filter bank domain, we need a phase correc-

tion factor e−jωf τ . It shifts the FB representation depend-

ing on the center frequency of band b and the residual delay

τ = T ∗[l]− T ′[l].
Since the comb filter can only provide a benefit for periodic

components of speech, we need an estimate for the periodicity

for frame l. Therefore, we estimate the voiced probability that

allows to define a weighting between stochastic and periodic

components, where the comb filter should only be applied on

periodic frames

X̂ ′

b = X̂b · (1− v) + comb(X̂b, T ) · v . (9)

Additionally, v could be locally reduced depending on the local

SNR estimate via Gb. This ensures that the comb filter does not

attenuate clean speech.

We also tried higher order comb filters like [3]. However,

since we cannot use future taps due to the latency requirements,

the resulting group delay is not feasible anymore.

4. DNN Model

We utilize a convolutional recurrent network (CRN) with two

encoders as well as separate output heads for gains G, pitch f0
and voiced probability v. The overall structure is shown in Fig.

2. We use time aligned convolutions which do not introduce

any delay as shown in Fig. 3 in both spectrogram and differ-

ence function (DF) encoder. In contrast to the DF encoder, the

spectrogram encoder does not include the last convolution and

maxpool layer to not reduce frequency information too early.
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Figure 2: DNN overview. c denotes the concatenation opera-

tor and + addition. The embedding GRU consists of 3 layers,

the numbers below the layers represent the output hidden units.

4.1. Loss function

We use a combined loss of 3 different loss functions for multi-

target optimization.

L = Lg + Lp + Lft , (10)

where Lg is a loss for the gains, Lp penalizes pitch f̂0 and

voiced v̂ estimates errors and Lft is a loss based on the fil-

tered time-domain signal given the ground truth and pitch and

voiced probability. We use ideal amplitude mask gains as target

gains [14] and adopt the gain loss from [3]. This loss combines

a conventional L2 with a L4 term to penalize over attenuation

and degradation of speech.

Lg =
∑

b

(gλb − ĝλb )
2 + C4

∑

b

(gλb − ĝλb )
4

, (11)

where λ = 0.5 is a constant to match the perceived loudness

and C4 = 10 a balancing factor.

The pitch loss combines a weighted L1 loss on the pitch

and an L2 loss on the voiced probability. We found that the

L1 loss on the pitch is a lot more robust than an L2 loss due to

prediction or ground truth outliers.

Lp = Cp|¢(f0)− ¢(f̂0)| · v + (v − v̂)2 , (12)

where Cp is balancing factor and ¢(f) = 1200 log2(f/fref )
is the pitch measured in cent compared to fref = 10Hz. The

pitch term is weighted by Cp = 10−3 and the target voiced

probability v to emphasize frames where the target is “sure”

and disregard unvoiced frames.

Additionally, we utilize a time domain loss to indirectly im-

prove on both tasks. The motivation for this is as follows. The

comb filter can only improve the perceptual quality in periodic

speech parts and should not be applied to other frames. On

the other hand, a comb filter introduces a group delay of T/2
which makes it not feasible to use the original clean speech as

target. This would force the voiced probability estimate v̂ to 0

and the comb filter would not be applied at all. Thus, we filter

the original clean speech spectrogram given the target pitch and

voiced estimates like in Eq. 9 and then compute an L1 loss in

TD as suggested by [15]. Both target and speech estimate are

transformed into time domain via the synthesis filter bank. The

filtered time-domain loss,

Lft = |x′ − x̂′| (13)

results in two effects. First, a wrong pitch estimate would result

in a different frequency response from the comb filter, resulting

in degraded speech where the effective error increases linearly

with the frequency. In this cast, the network can improve by

either estimating a better pitch, or, if this is not possible, by re-

ducing v̂ to at least not degrade the speech. The other effect is

a frequency depending penalization of v̂. For low fundamental

frequencies, the effect of a comb filter decreases. The harmon-

ics are much closer together resulting in a better frequency-local

SNR. Thus, the network will reduce the effect of the comb filter

the lower the pitch estimate is.

t
0

t
look−ahead

DF

Convolution 1
1x5x1x16
ReLU

Maxpool
2x1
Stride 2x1

Convolution 2
1x3x16x16
ReLU

Convolution 3
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Figure 3: Convolutional encoder for DF features. An audio

frame (top, indicated in yellow) is aligned such that it corre-

sponds to time position t0. The look-ahead for this frame is

L = tlook-ahead − t0. Further convolutions are also aligned in

time such that they don’t introduce additional latency. Convo-

lution weights (second row) represent kernel size in frequency

and time axis as well as input and output channels.

4.2. Training Data

We train our model on an extensive amount of speech and noise

data to ensure good generalization. As speech datasets, EU-

ROM [17], VCTK [18] and LJ speech [19] were used. Noise

was included from DEMAND [20], RNNoise dataset [2] as

well as the MUSAN corpus [21]. The later also contains mu-

sic, which we consider as noise type. Including harmonic noise

types like engine noise and music during training makes the

pitch estimation more robust for real world signals. Also, we

augment 30% of the speech samples with a room impulse re-

sponse (RIR) from either the Aachen RIR dataset [22] or a ran-

domly simulated RIR via the image source model using [23].

All these datasets are split into train, validation and test sets

with a 70/15/15 split. We mix all speech recordings randomly

with up to 4 noises at SNR levels of [-5, 0, 10, 20, 100].

The ground truth pitch for training was estimated with

PYIN [6] based on the clean speech. While this pitch estimate

is not perfect, it provides a sufficiently accurate target pitch for

our application. Interestingly, the DNN ended up being more

robust on the noisy training data for instance w.r.t. octave errors

or in reverberant conditions compared to the target pitch from

the clean signal.

We evaluate our method using the pitch tracking data base

PTDB-TUG [24] which contains over 4600 samples from un-

seen speakers. The ground truth pitch provided by PTDB was

derived using RAPT [5] applied to a laryngograph recording

that only captures the periodic parts of speech. We use noise

from our test set at the same SNR levels. RIR augmentation

was disabled to keep the frames aligned.
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significantly worse for low SNRs. Instead, we compare to the better results of the librosa implementation [16].

5. Experiments and Results

Our model was trained for 20 epochs with a batch size of 32,

a learning rate of 5e−4 using AdamW [25] optimizer with a

weight decay of 1e−4. Fig. 4 shows pitch difference on the

PTDB test set. We compare our performance to YIN [9], PYIN

[6] and CREPE [7] which all use much larger frame sizes and

look-aheads. LACOPE is robust within all SNR conditions due

to the speech enhancement multi-target training and the ex-

tensive noise augmentation. While the median difference is

slightly worse compared to CREPE, the overall amount and

strength of outliers is lower, as indicated by the IQR and mean.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, our model adapts well to speech,

even if there is superimposed harmonic noise in the same fre-

quency range. Note, that our network tends to classify frames

after a voiced period still as voiced. This, however, is typically

not an issue since the comb filter has no effect if gains are close

to 0. CREPE and PYIN often adapt to the noise and classify

most frames as voiced, while PYIN pitch estimates are often

octave errors.

Fig. 5 shows the pitch accuracy measured in percentage of

frames with a pitch difference below 50 cents. Here, the trade-

off between look-ahead and pitch accuracy becomes clear. We

achive comparable or better performance at lower look-aheads

compared to related work.
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Figure 5: Pitch Accuracy average over all SNRs. We compare

to PYIN with different frame sizes, CREPE as well as 10 ms

delayed CREPE, since the frame size is fixed. For PYIN and

CREPE, the look-ahead corresponds to half of the frame size,

hop size is not considered.

We do not report metrics like recall and precision on the

voiced estimation. While our model was trained on the tar-

get voiced probability estimation by PYIN, we argue that our

model learns a slightly different representation. The last term

in our loss does not result in the voiced probability estimation,

but rather an estimate, to which degree the comb filter should be

applied. Thus, the outputs are similar but not exactly the same.
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Figure 6: Sample from the test set containing harmonic engine

noise. Top: noisy spectrogram, middle: enhanced spectrogram,

bottom: pitch estimates. Since other algorithms are sensitive

to all kinds of periodic structures, they often adapt to the noise

instead of the speech.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented LACOPE, a joint approach for pitch

estimation and speech enhancement under low latency require-

ments. We showed, that we achieve on par performance com-

pared to CREPE and better performance than PYIN especially

in noisy conditions. While our model with approx. 2.4M pa-

rameters and 57MFLOPs per 10ms segment is still too large

for running on embedded devices, our computational require-

ments including speech enhancement are a lot lower compared

to CREPE. Here, we measured 28.2BFLOPs per 10ms seg-

ment which are about 2 ·106 more operations due to the amount

of large convolutional layers.

To further reduce the computational requirements, we plan

to integrate methods from [13], like hierarchical RNNs and

Bark scaling for the input spectrogram and output gains. Fur-

thermore, techniques like pruning and quantization will be used

for an additional complexity reduction [26].
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